Mysteries in the Children’s Room

Dyer Library
371 Main Street
Saco, ME 04072
(207) 283-3861

Library Hours
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
9:30 AM – 5:00 PM
Tuesday and Thursday
9:30 AM – 8:00 PM
Saturday
9:30 AM – 12:30 PM

Terri Martin
A Family Trait

Mary Elise Monsell
The Spy Who Came From the North Pole

Donna Jo Napoli
Sly the Sleuth and the Pet Mysteries

Joan Lowery Nixon
Search for the Shadowman

Kevin O’Malley
Captain Raptor and the Moon Mystery

Mary Pope Osborne
Spider Kane and the Mystery Under the May-Apple

Peggy Parish
Pirate Island Adventure

Gary Paulsen
Dune’s Undercover Christmas

Daniel Manus Pinkwater
The Muffin Fiend

Steve Prince
The Skylight Cave Mystery: An Adventure Story Set in the Wilds of Central Oregon

Kathryn Reiss
The Strange Case of Baby H

Catherine Edwards Sadler
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

Richard Scarry
Richard Scarry’s Best Mysteries Ever!

Richard Scrimger
From Charlie’s Point of View

Susan Sharpe
Trouble at Marsh Harbor

Jim Smith
The Frog Band and the Onion Seller

Zilpha Keatley Snyder
The Egypt Game

Nancy Springer
The Case of the Missing Marquess: An Enola Holmes Mystery

Judith St. George
The Halloween Pumpkin Smasher

Diane Stanley
The Mysterious Matter of I. M. Fine

Alexander Steele
The Haunting of Hathaway House

Drew Stevenson
The Case of the Horrible Swamp Monster

Megan Stine
Long Shot

G. H. Stone
Fatal Error

Brad Strickland
Riddle of the Wayward Books
The Treasure of Skeleton Reef

Jamie Suzanne
The Christmas Ghost

Eve Titus
Basil of Baker Street

Emily West
Danger Downriver

Jay Williams
The Burglar Next Door

Betty Ren Wright
The Dollhouse Murders

Jane Yolen
Piggins
Peter Abrahams
Down the Rabbit Hole

Jennifer Allison
Gilda Joyce: The Ladies of the Lake

M. T. Anderson
The Clue of the Linoleum Lederhosen

Avi
Midnight Magic
The Man Who was Poe

Blue Balliett
Chasing Vermeer

Maria S. Barbo
The Caiman Caper

Graeme Base
The Eleventh Hour: A Curious Mystery

Gary Bowen
The Mare’s Nest

Kevin Brockmeier
Grooves: A Kind of Mystery

Clyde Robert Bulla
The Ghost of Windy Hill

Betsy Byars
The Black Tower
Dead Letter

Lauren Child
Utterly Me, Clarice Bean

Rod Clement
Grandpa’s Teeth

Eth Clifford
Never Hit a Ghost with a Baseball Bat

Evelyn Coleman
Mystery of the Dark Tower

Eoin Colfer
Artemis Fowl
Half-moon Investigations

Scott Corbett
Witch Hunt

Bruce Coville
The Search for Snout

Doug Cushman
The ABC Mystery
The Mystery of King Karfu
Aunt Eater Loves a Mystery

Christopher Paul Curtis
Mr. Chickie’s Funny Money

Cynthia Defelice
The Ghost of Cutler Creek
The Ghost and Mrs. Hobbs

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
The Hound of the Baskervilles

Kathleen Ernst
Danger at the Zoo: A Kit Mystery

Joachim Friedrich
4 1/2 Friends and the Secret Cave

Jean Craighead George
The Fire Bug Connection

Margaret Peter Haddix
House on the Gulf
Running Out of Time
Shadow Children

Mary Hahn
The Dead Man in Indian Creek

Bruce Hale
The Possum Always Rings Twice

Virginia Hamilton
The House of Dies Drear

Alison Hart
Shadow Horse

E. A. Hass
Incognito Mosquito Makes History

Geoffrey Hayes
Curse of the Cobweb Queen
The Secret of Foghorn Island

E. W. Hildick
The Case of the Muttering Mummy: A McGurk Mystery

Ralph Nading Hill
The Voyages of Brian Seaworthy

Holm & Hamel
To Scratch a Thief
The Postman Always Brings Mice
You Only Have Nine Lives

Lillian Hoban
The Case of the Two Masked Robbers

Barbara Holmes
Following Fake Man

Dorothy Hoobler
The Ghost in the Tokaido Inn

Laura Lee Hope
Mystery at School
Mystery on the Mississippi

Anthony Horowitz
South by Southwest

Deborah Howe
Bunnicula: A Rabbit Tale of Mystery
Dew Drop Dead: A Sebastian Barth Mystery

James Howe
Howliday Inn
Return to Howliday Inn

Holly Hughes
Hoofbeats of Danger

Thacher Hurd
Mystery on the Docks

Eva Ibbotson
The Star of Kazan
The Haunting of Granite Falls

Mary Jacks
Revenge of the Mummy

Elizabeth McDavid Jones
Secrets on 26th Street

Suzy Kline
Horrible Harry and the Locked Closet

E. L. Konigsburg
The Dragon in the Ghetto Caper

Gordon Korman
Chasing the Falconers
Now You See Them, Now You Don’t

James Duncan Lawrence
Binky Brothers, Detectives

Betty Levin
Shadow Catcher

Elizabeth Levy
Something Queer at the Haunted School
Something Queer at the Library: A Mystery

Thomas P. Lewis
Mr. Sniff and the Motel Mystery

Yvette Lodge
Scooby-Doo!: The Pyramid Mystery